Title word cross-reference

N [RKBL19], z [LCZL14].

-Equivalent [LCZL14]. -way [RKBL19].

2002 [Ano02]. 2013 [HP15].

Abbreviated [SRTR17]. ABC [SF18].
Able [HNRA20]. Abstract
[XMA+_14, Jac95a, Pon02]. Abstracting
[Gun00]. Abstraction
[AEK+_16, CF03, Egy02]. abstractions
[BG98, DBGU13]. access [BDL06].
accommodates [YHR92]. Accounting
[SM12]. Accuracy
[ASNB19, CWW+_20, ODE21]. Achieving
[BJMH02, HAB13, LBZ14].
Acknowledgement [ACM05]. ACM
[NP08]. across [CSV13]. action [HN98].
Active [ASNB19, MS15]. Activities
[SHLW21, WFW+_20]. activity [Esh06].
activitycharts [BRG+_01]. Ada
[Dil93, Dil97, DBDS94, YTL+_95]. ADAM
[GL14]. adapt [DPT13]. Adaptation
[SEM17]. Adaptive [BS16, CLBY18, DR11,
SMBO21, HWH14, VTA04]. Addendum
[HT98]. Address [Zav04]. Adequacy
[GRS+_16, KSD08]. Adequate [GGZ+_15].
Admitted [RXX+_19]. adopting [SAB+_14].
Adversarial [KL21]. Affected [VCF21].
against [EWS14, IC14]. agents [MPR06].
Aggregation [SPAS21]. aggregator
[BPT10]. agile [CF10]. AI [OHDB92].
AI-based [OHDB92]. aided [SB06]. AIOps
algebra [ZB13]. Algebraic [SZH+19, HRD08, PPP94]. algebras [BCD02]. algorithm [BS07, YHR92].

Algorithms [DBNG15, ARL+15, HT17, HT98, HVT98, KK93]. aliasing [FYD+08]. alignment [UFG14]. Alignments [TC20]. Allocation [SMBO21]. alloy [FPB+05, MPF14, Jac02]. Algebraic [FDB+12]. Alternatives [KDM17]. Amoeba [DCS09]. among [GL11]. Amplifying [ZE14]. Analyses [CST16, CTA+21, RKBL19, LS13]. Analysis [AMS+18, AEK+16, AGRR19, Bjo19, CFL+16, DG17, EHF20, FCLL21, HNRA20, JZL+19b, LCZL14, DDGR18, MGTR18, PBC10, SEM17, SGD15, SLB+21, VLJ+18, YXK+17, YBL15, ZYW+21, BP98, BGO+14, CS12, CK96, CK99, Cor00, CSX08, DRW06, Dev99, DBDS94, DCCN04, For94, GL14, GM01, GSH07, HKMB+14, He06, HH95, HZZ+13, HT98, HVT98, HN98, LH08, LH02, MRR05, NP08, O092, PTY95, PGM12, RM03, Rob08, SGG+14, Snel96, SRK06, TPT13, WP93, XCKX13, YTL+95, YBL13, FPGA07, MVM07].


GN93, HJL96, HAB+20, JO15, DGD+19, MS14, PGZ+20, RKBL19, STGR21, TM14, WB13, YBL15, BGO+14, CS12, CAC08, FN03, FRB+06, TBS92, XM07, XM08.

Automatically [CGPP15, CF03, DSV03, MGTR18, UKR21, BRRP05, DO93].

Automatically [CMM+15, Mem08, YJW+20, LS13].

Automaton [EM18].

Avoiding [Hie06].

Aware [KAT12, MS15, VLJ+18, DFB99a, DFB99b, MGMM11, WYM20].

B [SB06]. Back [Not13]. Based [AB12, ARL+15, ASMP16, BMM+17, DDE11, GGZ+15, JZL+19b, MWP+21, OKS+16, SMBO21, SGD15, TSPRC18, WB13, YXK+17, ZLW+21, ZZY+21, AAP+20, BDv92, BCTW96, CMP13, CDSM10, CY11, CCX+20, Cia93, CMCP+99, CPPRM03, CW98, CZ19, DBGU13, DBPU13, GGGU21, Ham09, HAB13, KATS12, KKLS02, Kip92, LS13, MWP+21, OKS+16, SMBO21, SGD15, TSPRC18, WB13, YXK+17, ZLW+21, ZZY+21, AAP+20, BDv92, BCTW96, CMP13, CDSM10, CY11, CCX+20, Cia93, CMCP+99, CPPRM03, CW98, CZ19, DBGU13, DBPU13, GGGU21, Ham09, HAB13, KATS12, KKLS02, Kip92, KK04, Kuh99, LY05, LH08, MMST14, Mem08, MB07, MS03, MG00, MFP14, NL11, OPK+21, PBO07, PZS+20, QNR13, RXX+19, RKBL19, SS06, SGE00, SB02, Sne96, TZZ09, TPT13, TTHB06, TD01, TK02, UKM04, WAF00, XM07, XCKX13, XL20, YHC13, ZXX+21, OHDB92].

Baseline [SP18, WOM15]. Basis [AG97, AG98]. Bayesian [PLM15, SMY19].

BDD [HH08]. BDD-based [HH08].

Behavior [FDB+12, DDGR18, SS02, DBGU13, LK14, MG00, PP93, UKM04].


Bootstrap [SMY19]. bound [CM08].

Boundaries [CSV13]. boundary [Hie06].


Bug-Fixing [TWB+19]. Bugs [AMS+18, ZSL+13, Jac95a]. Building [ELN+92, KKL02]. Business [LDUD13, DCS09, ODV+09].

C [BCGB21, CWM+20, DLRA15, SRT17].


Catalog [YBZK21]. Category [CXH+21].

Causing [NL11]. centered [ACF97, DFG01]. Centralised [Hie14].


Changes [DR11, DPB17, PSV01]. Channel [EWS14, GZSW19]. characteristics [CF10, SM12]. Charts [YLS12]. Checker [MWP+21, WYM20, SGE00]. Checking [BHB16, CK99, EBE+14, DDGR18, dFSLV14, BS07, BRPP05, BGL00, CDEG03, Esh06, FM94, FGMP03, HJL96, IW00, JGB12, KATS12, KF07, NEFE03, PBO07, PMS13, SGL12, MAC08, WGGD07, XCCY10]. checkpoint [CY11]. Chef [RRPW21]. Chief [Pez99d, Ros19]. Choice [EW11]. class [BM13, CTCC98, CT01, CCX11, Egy02, LY05, PPP94, ZLX14]. class-level [CTCC98]. Classes [AB12, VCF21, GRT09, HRD08, KB07, Kuh99, Pon02, Tiw08, TK02].
Classification

Classified [WCG+21, DFB99a, DFB99b].

Classifying [OSH04].

cleanroom [TBS92], Clematis [ASMP16],

Client [MS14], Client-State [MS14],

Clone [DER10], Cloud [LJL+20], cluster [CTC01], cmath [BCGB21], co [VD13],

co-installability [VD13], coarse [BRR01],

code [BXX+20, BFFG19, CXH+21, DNRN15, GXG+20, HNRA20, HZBS14, HAB+20, KS20, MB15, OKS+16, PZS+20, PGZ+20, PLM15, SKBD14, SGR+15, SRTR17, SURL11, SED14, WLS+20, YJW+20, ZE14, Dev99, DER10, FMMH+14, MPG+13, PRM01, RM07, SGG+14].

Code-Smell [SKBD14].

Coded [IC14].

Cognitive [SHLW21].

Cohesion [AB12, CBRO16, CSC06, KK04, MB07],

coincidental [Hie06, MA14], collaboration [Sin10, SB02], collaboration-based [SB02],

combinations [HWH14], collection [TM14], Combating [NWB+18].

Combinatorial [NL11], Combining [DBNG15, Hie14, SMAC08, XZZL18],

Comment [CXH+21].

Comments [Bre95, Pet97, ZWCH21], Commercial [ZMM+16], Commitments [EBE+14],

communicating [Bro93], Communication [CCY+21], Communities [ZMM+16],

Community [DR15], comparative [BRR01], Comparing [Hie02, PSW+20, YHC13, XM07],

Comparison [WB13].

Comparisons [GGZ+15].

Competitiveness [YXK+17].

Compiler [MKH11, DFG00].

Complete [MWP+21, XL20], Completion [PLM15, WYMW20], Completion-aware [WYMW20], Complex [BS16],

Component [SEM17, BCC92, CMP13, Ham09, IWY00, VD13], component-based [CMP13], components [BO92, CFM00, DFB99a, DFB99b, ZW97], Composing [BLW09].

Composite [BGL00, KDM17].

Composition [Ost99, Ham09, REM+04, ZJ93],

Compositional [HG+16, CK96, CK99],

Comprehensibility [SGR+15, SGG+14],

Comprehension [MTRK14, RST+14, OSH04],

comprehensive [DvdHT05].

Computing [LJL+20, OHDB92, TC20, EF05, FGL+12, MZ09, RMP97, XCCY10].

Concept [PM12, Sne96].

Concepts [DG17, MG00, SGL12], Conceptual [QT12, TZZ09].

Concerns [MVM07, RM07],

Concurrency [MQLR16, ZSL+13, DL13, YTL+95],

Concurrent [AGRR19, Cor00, DCM+94, DCCN04, HZ13, MRK+97, PTV95],

Conditional [EBE+14].

conditions [KB07, SRK06], Conference [MP14],

Configurable [AMS+18].

Configuration [BNB14, ELvdH+05, Gun00, Jez99],

configurations [Sne96], Configuring [XZZL18],

Conflict [BFFG19, ZSHD20, FN03],

Conformance [ZCT18, Ber94, LK14, PBO07, Pet97],

confounding [XZLC14].

Conjunction [ZJ93], ComMem [ZSL+13], connection [AG97, AG98], connectors [LWF03],

Consistency [SEM17, HJL96, NEFE03, PBO07, XCCY10],

consistent [SS02], Consolidation [LDUD13], constrained [BM13],

Constraint [DBNG15, GWD+21, SSB20, XCCY10],

Constraints [C19, MKW15, QT12, SGG15, CY11, CK96, OO92],

constructing [Hen97].

Construction [ARL+15],

Constructs [KS20], Consumption [LVBBC+18], container [XR13],

containing [CFM00].

Context [CK96, KAT12, KGA+12, LH08, XCCY10, vdBV96],

Context-Aware [KAT12],

context-free [KGA+12, vdBV96],

context-sensitive [LH08], Continuous [BZSW14], Contract [YABL20, ZOJH21].

Contracts
Deterministic [HT17].

Developer
[BFFG19, CCY+21, EHEZ21, SHLW21, WFW+20, CF10, FMMH+14, Sin10].

Developers
[PZS+20, ZWCH21].

Developing [HRD08, TAA+19, ZJW03, ZOJH21, MGMM11]. Development
[BFFG19, CFL+16, GTD21, MS15, ZCT18, AM11, DvdHT05, ESA08, ELN+92, GJ08, KK93, MHF02, PSV01, SCK13, Tiw08].

diagnostic [CDFG96].

diagnosis [NLR11].

diagram [BP05]. diagrams
[BM13, Egy02, Esh06, LK14]. DiaPro
[CST16]. Differential [MLQR16, TCDZ19].

Dijkstra [Ano02]. Directed [YPRK14].

discipline [KLV05].

Discovering
[CW98, GL11]. Discovery
[Böhm18, SPK14, GL14]. discrete [Ost99].

Discussions [EHEZ21]. Distinguishing
[HT17]. Distributed
[BLX+20, FCLL21, GTD21, Hie14, TG11, WME93, KK93, MU00].

distribution
[TS09]. diversity [HAB13]. Do
[CMM+15, LYYC14, SURL11, CAC08].

Documentation
[UKR21, TBS92].

Documenting
[SGR+15]. documents
[SMT92]. Does
[CXH+21, FSM+15].

Domain
[ASNB19, Bjo19, HZS08, ZE14, BJMH02, BAD08, Hie09, JW94, SS06, ZAW92].

Domain-specific
[HZS08, BJMH02, SS06]. domain-testing
[JW94]. domains [Hie02].

Double
[For94]. Driven
[CLBY18, DG17, PVHW17, BDLO6, GL14, GTD21].

DSD
[CSX08]. DSD-Crasher
[CSX08].

Duplicate
[WYMW20]. Duplication
[ZLL+21, DER10].

DynamAlloy
[FPGA07].

Dynamic
[CST16, FCLL21, KMYK19, DDGR18, NKWF14, PXJ17, PSW+20, XMA+14, CY11, DR10, FC00, FPB+05, GSH97, PJRR10].

dynamically
[WGSD07]. Dynamite
[MPF14].

E3
[JPL98]. Early
[KDM17].

Easier
[CMM+15]. Easy
[ZWCH21].

editing
[BGdV92].

Editor
[Pez19d, Ros19].

Editor-in-Chief
[Pez19d, Ros19].

Editorial
[DR15, GMR03, Ghe05, Ghe07, Not07a, Not07b, Not07c, Not08a, Not08b, Not09, Not10, Not12, Not13, GOKW05, Pez19d, Pez19a, Pez19b, Pez19c, Pez20a, Pez20b, Pez21, Ros13a, Ros14c, Ros14a, Ros14b, Ros16, Ros17, Ros18a, Ros18b, Ros19].

Edsger
[Ano02]. Effect
[GRS+16, HZBS14, RST+14, ZSL+13, O89, Sin10, ZXL14].

Effect-Oriented
[ZSL+13]. Effective
[FYD+08, RD15, ZOJH21, CF10, FCLL21, Hen97, REM+04]. Effectiveness
[CST16, CMM+15, GRS+16, MKW15, ODE21, CM08]. Efficiency
[CMM+15, LH02]. Efficient
[AGRR19, AVY11, CWW+20, FPGA07, SRK06, dFLSV14, RH97]. Efficiently
[DL11]. Effort
[SP18, SMY19, WOM15, AM11, BM07, GJ08, MY13].

elaboration
[UKM04]. Eliciting
[JPL98]. Elite
[WFW+20]. Embedded
[BNB14, MFLL12, GGLT07]. Emergent
[LBZ14]. Emoji
[CCY+21].

Emoji-powered
[CCY+21]. Emotion
[CCY+21]. Empirical
[AROK21, AAP+20, CWMM+20, EHEZ21, FSM+15, MBH09, ODE21, RWEB19, TWB+19, VLJ+18, YXK+17, ZHO+18, BM07, BGH07, GHK+01, HT98, HVT98, MB07, MC08, MNGL98, SR05, Tiw08].

emulators
[MPR+13]. enabled
[VTA04].

Enabledness
[DBGU13, GGGU21].

Enabledness-based
(DBGU13, GGGU21). end
[Dev99, LASL13]. end-user
[LASL13].

Energy
[LVBBC+18]. Engineering
[AAP+20, DG17, DL11, DR15, MBH+17, MP14, OKS+16, STS+18, SP18, WFW+19, ACF97, CDP04, ElvdH+05, KLV05, LASL13, RSB05, SR05, TBS92, UFG14, XL20, ZJ97].
engineers [HBB +09]. Engines [SURL11]. enhanced [SS06]. Enhancing [TS09]. Enough [CBRO16]. Ensuring [SEM17].

environment [ATW94, Bre95, FGMP03, Kli93, MRK +97, Rei99, RVRM04, SN92, TY92]. environments [ACF97, DHW98, ELN +92, KK93, Kli93, MGP +13, PJRR10, PWD +99]. equations [BRG +01, KGA +12].


Ethereum [ZOJH21]. evaluate [MGP +13]. Evaluating [LH08, TAA +19, WGG13]. Evaluation [AAP +20, FA14, KDM17, MS15, RWEB19, CAC08, DBDS94, KKK93, MBH09, XCKX13].


evolvability [CS12]. evolving [DCS09, QRLV12]. EvoMaster [Arc19]. EvoSuite [FA14]. Exact [HKMB +14]. Examination [ZYL +18]. Examples [BS16]. Exception [CMP +18, ZE14, RM03].

Executables [AEK +16]. Execution [CPCT21, KPC18, WCB +20, YPRK14, AM04, Di93, DHW98, SMAC08].


Exploiting [CGPP15]. exploration [QNR13]. Explorations [PBUI6]. Exposing [LBZ14]. expressions [KGA +12].


factory [BCC92, FLM +98]. Failure [NL11, Wey96]. Failure-Causing [NL11]. Failures [JO15, LJL +20]. families [BCD02].

Family [GHM18, RKBL19, SGR +15, WFF +19]. Family-based [RKBL19]. Fan [MVM07]. Fan-In [MVM07].

Far [ZYL +18]. Farewell [Ros19]. Fault [AROK21, EKL +19, KMYK19, Kuh99, TSPrC18, YHC13, YXK +17, CCX11, Hie02, Hie09, KB07, LY05, MA14, SMT92, TK02, XCKX13, ZXLC14].


Field [DPB17, JO15]. finding [CSX08]. Fine [PGZ +20, BRR01, DL13].


Floating-Point [BCGB21]. Flow [DCCN04, For94]. flow-sensitive [For94].
flows [MP09]. Follow [STS+18]. Foraging [FSP+13]. Formal [BP05, CTA+21, CR94, EWS14, GXSC21, RO18, YJW+20, AG97, AG98, BRRP05, BKM07, CS12, CMCP+99, CRST12, CPPRM03, FP02, MMST14, PGM12, SCK13, VTA04, SB06].

Formalizing [AAG95, CD98, BP98, CDFG96]. formally [CMCP+99]. formally [vdBV96].

Formed [TC20]. formulas [XCKX13].

forward [Ros13a]. foundation [SCK13].

Foundations [KF07]. Four [ZJ97, CD98].

des [KK04]. Framework

[AEK+16, CTA+21, DR11, KAT12, MS15, YBL15, BCTW96, CDP04, CDFG96, Dev99, For94, MS03, SGL12, WGG13]. free

[KGA+12, vdBV96]. Freedom [ABB+18].

des [Dev99]. front-end-retargetable

[Dev99]. FSMs [HT17]. Full [SRTR17].

Full-Word [SRTR17]. Functional

[Bro93, GD08, RST+14, MGP+13].

Functions

[BCGB21, Hie09, MPG+13, VK03].


Gas [ZOJH21]. general [CCX11].

Generated [CMM+15, LS13, WGSD07].

Generating [ARG17, DRW96, GXX+20, HT17, IC14, SSB20, YJW+20, KI93].

Generation [Arc19, AG20, BFAG19, FA14, FSM+15, GSYT21, HLL+20, HAB+20, MGTR18, SMBO21, vdBV96, EF05, FK96, FRB+06, HZS08, PWX14].

Generative [KAT12]. Generator [NKWF14, DO93].

Generic [CWM+20, LL00]. Genetic

[DBNG15, YXX+17]. GENOA [Dev99].

Gitter [EHE21]. Global

[ABB+18, CFL+16, WFF+19]. Goals

[BBS16, DBPU13]. Google [CCH+21].

governed [MU00]. GQM [FLM+98].

grained [BRR01, DL13, PGZ+20].

grammars [KGA+12]. grammarware

[KLV05].

Graph

[ARL+15, CWH+21, PTY95, MNLG98]. graphical [DKM+94, MRK+97]. graphs

[SRK06]. GreASE [dFLSV14]. growth

[JMS08]. guarantee [CAC08]. GUI

[Men08, XM07, XM08]. GUI-based

[XM07]. Guide [HAB+20]. Guided

[CLBY18, PWX14, TCDZ19]. Guidelines

[GGZ+15]. GUIs [LVBB+18].

HAMPi [KGA+12]. handle [LYYC14].

handlers [CMP13]. Handling

[AG20, ZE14]. hard [CAG08]. HCSSP

[YJW+20]. healing [CMP13]. Help

[FSM+15]. heterogeneous [MU00].

Heuristic [ZHO+18, ZZX+21].

Hierarchical

[YWC16, BO92, SLD+13, WJ10].

hierarchies [CCX11]. hierarchy

[BM13, DFBB99a, DFB99b, LY05].

hierarchy-aware [DFBB99a, DFB99b]. high

[CF03]. high-quality [CF03]. Higher

[GSXC21, LWF03]. Higher-Order

[GSXC21, LWF03]. Highly [AMS+18].

History [ARG17, OPK+21, FM94].

History-based [OPK+21].

history-checking [FM94]. hosts [MPR06].

HOTTest [SS06]. Human

[SPAS21, YXX+17, CDFG96].

human-centered [CDFG96]. Hybrid

[GSXC21, GSH97, ZMM+16, CRST12, CSX08]. Hybridized [BBS16]. Hyper

[ZHO+18]. Hyper-Heuristic [ZHO+18].

hypotheses [Hie02, Hie09].

ICSE [MP14]. Identification [GHM18].

Identifier [SRTR17]. Identify [HNRA20].

Identifying [MVM07]. III [MKS+15].

Image [CCX+20]. Impact

[CST16, ELvdH+05, PVWH17, Tivx08.

ZLW+21, EAS08, MA14, RSB05, SGG+14].

Impact-Driven [PVWH17].

Implementation [KDM17, ZCT18, BO92, BPT10, LH08, SB02]. Implementations

[GZSW19, TCDZ19]. implementing

[CDP04]. implicit [SPAK10]. implied
Model-based [MMST14, HAB13, MS03, SS06, TZZ09].

Model-checking [BGL00, CDEG03, FGMP03, KF07].

Model-Driven [DG17, GTD21]. Modeling [BRG01, FMMH14, JZL19b, MFLL12, MR99, MRRR02, SLD13, BCFM06, BAD08, CDP04, DCS09, DHW98, PWD99, SB06].

Modelling [BZSW14, Bj19, DGC14, DGK21, Jac02].

Models [BMM17, DG18, EM18, FDB12, HLL16, DGD19, RGCS14, TC20, WB13, YJW20, YBL15, BDL06, CMCP99, CW98, Cor00, JPL98, MGP13, MG00, MPF14, ODV09, PTY95, SGG14, SCK13, UKM04, YBL13].

modern [RSB05]. modifiability [SGG14].

Modular [SGR10, WLS20, DvdHT05, FC00].

modularity [CS12, HE13, SPAK10].


MPI [GYT21]. Multi [AROK21, BS16, CDEG03, CLBY18, DG18, LVBBC18, OKS16, XL20, ZHO18].

Multi-Criteria [OKS16, XL20].

Multi-Language [AROK21]. Multi-Level [DG18]. Multi-Objective [CLBY18, LVBBC18, ZHO18, XL20].

Multi-Step [BS16]. Multi-valued [CDEG03]. Multiagent [DL11, ZW03].


[OLR96]. Mutants [CPCT21]. My [CCH21, CXH21].

Names [SRTR17]. natural [GZ05]. need [LYYC14]. nesting [MBH09]. Network [CWW20, CWH21, RX19, WLS20].


noninteractive [ZZL06]. notation [FP02, Jac02]. notations [BP05, CDP04]. Notkin [Ros13b]. Novice [CZ19]. NSGA [MKS15]. NSGA-III [MKS15].

numerical [SMAC08]. Nygaard [Ano02].

Obfuscation [GHM18]. Obfuscation-Resilient [GHM18].

Oblivious [HE13].

OBSERV [TY92].

Observer [HT17]. observational [PSV01]. OCL [QT12]. Ole [Ano02].

Open [CWM20, RGCS14, WFW20, MFH02, Sin10].

Open-Source [RGCS14, Sin10].

Operational [SZH19]. operators [OLR96]. opinion [CF10]. Optimal
Partial-Order, organizational [DCS09]. Organized [ZWCH21]. Oriented
[AB12, ZSL+13, AM11, CTCC98, CTC01, CSC06, DF99a, DF99b, DF94, DR10, FGL+12, HE13, DGK21, MS94, ODV+09, RS09, RM03, SB02, SGR+10]. OSS
[ZMM+16]. outcome [GJ08]. Outgoing
[Ros19]. output [KM10, QNR13]. Overflow
[ARG17, DLRA15, GXG+20, ZWCH21]. overlapping [HaK92].

Pacemaker [BZSW14]. Pan [BGdV92].
Parallel
[HT17, KK93, PSV01, RD15, SMAC08].
Parameter [TG11]. parameterization
[BAD08]. Parameterized [MRR05].
Parameters [RGCS14]. Part [ELN+92].
Partial
[FDB+12, PBU16, SGD15, XCCY10].
Partial-Order [SGD15]. Particular
[XL20]. Passing [TG11]. Patch
[MGTR18, STGR21]. Patches
[KPC18, TWB+19]. Path
[DDE11, GSYT21, QNR13, SGD15, TPT13, LS13, SRK06]. Paths- [TPT13].
Path-Sensitive [SGD15]. Paths [YWC16].
Pattern [CZ19, SGR+15]. Pattern-based
[CZ19]. Patterns [KAS20, DDGR18, ZB13]. Peer
[RGCS14]. Performance
[CFL+16, RXX+19, ZHZ+21, Tiw08].
Person [ZSHD20]. Personalized [ZL13].
Perspective [FSP+13]. pervasive
[MZ09, XCCY10]. phase [JGB12].
philosophies [MSW12]. pilot [XM08]. PL
[DL11]. Place [MS15]. Place-Aware
[MS15]. Planning [ZHO+18]. Platform
[EHEZ21, LJL+20, ZOJH21]. Platys [MS15].
Play [CCH+21]. Point [BCGB21, BTI14].
pointers [OSH04]. points [LH08, MRR05].
points-to [LH08, MRR05]. Policies
[BBS16, BLW09]. Polychronous [GGLT07].
Polynomial [NKWF14]. Popular
[CCH+21]. Portfolio [MPG+13]. Post
[JMS08]. Post-release [JMS08]. Posteriori
[DG17]. Posts [ARG17]. potentially
[ZXL14]. Power [LSV08]. Powered
[ZOJH21, CCY+21]. Practical
[BCGB21, CWW+20, SZH+19, SSB20].
practice [ELvdH+05]. pragmatic [HW12].
Precise [AB12, KMYK19, LRCIS14, XR13].
Precision [PSW+20]. Predicting
[LJL+20, MBH+17, ZHZ+21]. Prediction
[CXL+21, SMY19, ZLYL+18, ZXL14].
Predictions [ZZX+21]. Predictive
[LRCIS14, HZ13]. preliminary [YTL+95].
presence [FYD+08, FC00, Hei02, OSH04].
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